THE REAL-CHAIRS ARE CE-CERTIFIED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MPA STATUTES
OF MEDICAL DEVICES, LVFS 2003:11.

PRODUCT RANGE

160101

a selection of the most common REAL-chairs

The Company
Mercado Medic AB is engaged in the business of
development, sales and service of special chairs for all
people with functional disabilities.
We also produce specially adapted chairs to various
clinics, offices and industries.
Our head quarters are situated in Sweden and our
export office, which distributes our products to the
rest of Europe, in the Netherlands.

The REAL System
The REAL system is a Swedish quality chair with a
modular construction for simple individual adjustment.
There is a large variety of seats, backrests, wheels, height
range and accessories you can easily combine to create a
functional and comfortable chair.
It is suited perfectly to be used at school or home as well
as at the workplace.
In our webguide you can build your own chair, find
information about different components or accessories
and much more .
http://shop.mercado.se/Welcome/

The REAL Modular System
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REAL 9000 PLUS
Sit in a REAL 9000 PLUS at home and at work. It is easy to adjust
position for whatever you want to do.
This model has a gasregulated height adjustment of 20 cm. When the
brakes are on, the chair stands firmly in position when you want to get
up or transfer. The easily rolling wheels make mobility easy.

REAL 9000 PLUS

REAL 9000 PLUS EL
This model is equipped with electric height adjustment of an
impressive 28 cm. By pressing the button you can raise or lower the
automatic seat to the desired height.
Brakes and the adjustable angle of the seat and backrest are also
available with an electric regulation device.

REAL 9000 PLUS COXIT / EL
This seat is divided with individually adjustable flaps. They are
attached without any dust trapping recesses.
This model is best suited for people with various types of
orthopaedic injuries.
For chairs with an adjustable seat angle the paddle levers are situated
on at the back of the seat. On the Coxit chair the paddle lever is
situated on the flap

REAL 9000 PLUS CHILD / EL
Children with various disabilities are able to sit properly at
a table with the REAL 9000 PLUS CHILD or REAL 9000
PLUS CHILD EL. The adjustment functions has been
developed in consultation with medical experts and provide
active functional sitting posture.
The pediatric REAL-chair is available with manual or electric
lift as well as a number of functional options and accessories

REAL SPIDER
One of the key features of the REAL spider is its low seat
height. This, and the maximum legroom in combination
with the smooth-running wheels, allow the child to
manoeuvre themselves easily both at home and at school.
The smooth-running wheels allow the child to get to a
low desk or table on their own, without their teacher/
parent/carer having to push them.
The brake can be operated by hand or by foot. This
means that the chair will remain safely in position
where you want it, but that it can also easily be
moved if required.
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REAL 2011
The REAL 2011 is part of a series of standing support chairs for support in
a standing working position. By dividing the load between legs, seat and
backrest you can avoid injuries caused by high static load. We also provide
the REAL 2015 with wheels and brake(as shown in the picture to the
right). These chairs can be ordered with a variety of armrests, sadel seats,
backrest and seat height.

REAL 2624 / 2625
Fatigue and muscle tension is often caused by sitting leaned forward
for longer period of times without the right support. REAL 2624
and REAL 2625 are useful in situations and environments where
this position is required. REAL 2624 is built on a 4-legged frame
with brake.The REAL 2625 is built on a 5-legged frame and has the
option of rotation.
REAL 2624 works as well as a aid for both staff and patient. As a
feeding chair both REAL 2624 and REAL 2625 are very functional
and flexible. These models are available with a variety of options
regarding seat height, sadel seats, stomach support and upholstery
to allow for adaptation for various users. The high quality allows for
years of use without the need of service or repairs.

REAL 9500/9600 PLUS EL
The REAL 9500 and REAL 9600 are classified as working chairs, as
opposed to standing support chairs. They are specifically designed for
weaker people that needs to ease the burden on the hips, knees or ankles
during chores that require a standing position at home or at work.
These models are built on the smaller PLUS-frame. This makes moving
around and working in a smaller space, like a kitchen, alot easier.
The option for a bigger H-fram is available to allow for more room
for the feet if the user requires it. Beyond the selection of seats and
backrests, there is also the option of a electric brake function.
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REAL 2015

REAL 6100 PLUS

REAL 9200 TWIN EL
is a module bariatric chair, intended as a manual mobility chair for
somewhat heavier users. It is equipped with either double e lectricor double gasspring actuator, a double backmechanism and a reinforced X-base.
The electric model, REAL 9200 TWIN EL, fits excellent as a
“standing up aid” and has a capacity of up to 275 kg user weight.
The manual model, REAL 9200 TWIN, has a capacity of up to
180 kg user weight.

REAL 9000 PLUS EL Extra Low
Since the demand for a good seating solution for short people
has increased we now offer REAL 9000 PLUS EL with extra
low electric lift. This allows for the seat height of the REAL
9000 PLUS EL to be as low as 32 cm.

REAL 6100 PLUS
is an electrically powered wheelchair designed for indoor
use. It is constructed to provide the user maximum freedom
of movement at home, at the workplace or at school. The
range of electric height adjustment is an impressive 28 cm.
This means that one has an extensive freedom of movement
even in elevated positions. It has a very narrow chassi with a
width of just 57 cm.
REAL 6100 PLUS is available for both children and adults
with a number of useful options as well as a great variety of
functional accessories.
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REAL 9000 PLUS REHAB
The REAL 9000 PLUS REHAB chair is a secure, managable and easy-to-use medical
chair. It eases the rehabilitation process for the patient at a occupational therapy or
rehab clinic, whilst providing the staff with a good working environment. The chairs
ErgoMedic seat system with the extra tall backrest provides a secure and ergonomic
position in the chair.
The chairs push bar makes it easier for the staff to transport the patient in the chair.
REAL 9000 PLUS REHAB is equipped with both hand- and footbrake. The
armrests are adjustable in both width and height which makes transportation of the
patient easier. REAL 9000 PLUS REHAB has hygienic upholstery which is easy to
maintain and keep clean. The chair has a capacity of 140 kg. (The chair in the picture
is equipped with a 1/4 tip-up foot ring.)

REAL 9000 PLUS EL EYE CLINIC
REAL 9000 PLUS EYE CLINIC is a modern electric examination
chair, designed with a focus on patient safety, ergonomics, functionality
and flexibility. It has a full 28 cm electric lift range governed from the
armrest or by using a remote control.
The chair can also be equipped with more electrical functions –
electric seat angle, back angle and electric brake.

REAL 8100 X-RAY EL
For patient safety, the real 8100 x-ray EL chair has a convenient,
newly designed, fully welded under-frame with a safe, easily operated
brake. The brake can be applied using either a pedal or lever, either
manually or by remote control. The easy-to-manoeuvre castors, with
dustproof SKF bearings in the castors and clamps, make it easier to
manoeuvre the chair.
We also have a manual model, real 8000 x-ray, equipped with
gasspring height adjustment. (The chair in the picture is extra
equipped with a transparent backrest.)
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REAL EYE CLINIC

WELCOME to our webshop!
Go to www.mercado.se, choose language “English”. Then, just click on
“WEBSHOP” in the menu.

WEBSHOP

Mercado Medic AB
Tryffelslingan 14
181 57 Lidingö
Sweden

Telephone & Fax
Tel 08 555 143 00
Fax 08 555 143 99

Email & Internet
Email
info@mercado.se
Internet www.mercado.se

